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3 Principles and overview of processes 

Identification and description of effects 

Once the key aspects of the proposed development that are relevant to landscape and 3.18 
visual effects have been determined, and the baseline conditions established, the Likely 
significant effects can be predicted. There is no formulaic way of doing chis. Ir is a mat-
ter of systematic thinking about rhe range of possible interactions between components 
of the proposed development, covering its whole life cycle (for example: for built 
devdopment, usually construction, operation and decom.missionjng stages; for mineral 
extraction, usually operation, restoration and aftercare stages), and the b::iseline land-
scape and visual resource. 

Some possible effects will already have been identified during the screening and/or scop- 3.19 
ing processes. Some m::iy have been judged unlikely to occur or so insignificant that it 
is not essencial to consider them further - chis is sometimes refcrn::d to as the 'scoping 
our' of effects. Others may have been addressed by amendments to the scheme design 
through the iterative design/assessment process - either being designed out altogether 
or rendered not significant. Both situations must be made clear in rhe final Environmental 
Starc.:ment, so th;)t then.: is transparency about how the landscape and visual consid-
erations have influenced the fina.l design, when compared to earijer, alrernativt design 
iterations. Other than any effects that are considered and eliminated at an earlier point, 
likely significant effects must be considertd in the assessment stage of LVIA. 

Jn most cases it will be essential to give detailed consideration to both: 3.20 

• effects on the landscape as a resource (rhe landscape effects); and
• effects on views and visual amenity as experienced by people (the visual effects).

Sometimes there may be likely significant effects on the landscape resource but the 
development may be in a location that does nor affect visual amenity significantly. It 
is also possible, although less common, that there may be likely significant effects on 
visual amenity without effects on the landscape resource. 

Pn:Jicting what effects are likely depends upon careful cons.ide.ration of the different 3.21 
components of the development at different stages of its life cycle, and idenci,fication 

LANDSCAPE EFFECTS VISUAL EFFECTS 
Effects on landscape as a Effects on views and visual 

resource amenity 

' , ' , 

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

( 
__ Fi_g_u_re_3_.4_- _L_a_n_d_s_ca_p_e_a _n_d_v_is_u_a_l_e_ff_ e_c_ts ______________ _,)
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

of rhe receptors chat will be affected by chem. In LVIA there muse be identification of 
both: 

• landscape receptors, including the constituent elements of the landscape, its specific
aesthetic or perceprna.l qualities and the ch�racter of the Landscape in different areas;
and

• visual receptors, that is, the people who will be affected by changes in views or
visual amenity at di.fferenc places.

The effects are identified by establishing and describing the changes resu.lting from the 
different components of r.be developmem and tht.: r1.:sulci.ng effects on individual 
landscape or visual receptors. 

3.22 The Regulations specify that an ElA must consider the direct effects and any indirect, 
secondary, cumulative, short-, medium- and loog-term, permanent and temporary, posi
tin: and ncgatiYe effects of the development. This means that in LVIA thought must 
be given co whether the likely significant landscape and visual effects: 

• result directly from the develupment itself (di.rect effects) or from consequential
change resulting from the development (i.odirect and secondary effects), such as
alterations to a drainage regime which might change the vegetarian dowostream
with con cqucnces for rhe landscape, or requirements for associated development,
such as a requirement for mineral extraction to supply material or a need to upgrade
utilities, borh of which may themselves have further landscape and visual effects;

• are additional effects caused by the proposed development when considered in
conjunction with other proposed developments of the same or different ,ypes
(cumulative effects);

• are likely to be shorr term or co carry on over a longer period of time;
• arc likely to be permanent or temporar)', in which case their duration, as above, is

importa_nc;
• are judged to be positive (beneficial) or negative (adverse) in their consequences for

landscape or for views and visual amenity (this is sometimes referred to as the
'valency' of the �ffecc but as this word has a formal definiti-on relating to chemistry
it is best avoided).

36 

Assessment of the significance of effects takes account of the nature of the 

effects, as well as the nature of the receptors. These topics are discussed in 

Paragraphs 3.23-3.36 and in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Cumulative effects are discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 



3 Principles and overview of processes 

Assessing the significance of ef
f
ects 

The EIA Directive and UK Regulations refer co projects likely co have significant effects 3.23 
on the environment. This means mac identifying and describing chc dfrccs of a project 
is not enough in itself. They muse also be assessed for their significance. This i1i :1 key 
pare of the LVIA process and is an evidence-based process combined with professional 
judgement. It is important thar the basis of such judgements is transparent and under
scaod:1ble, so chat the underlying assumptions and reasoning can be underscood by 
others. 

LVlA, in common with other copies in EIA, tends ro reJy on linking judgemencs about 3.24 
the sensitivity of rhe receptor and about the magnitude of the effects co arrive at con-
clusion s about the significance of the effects. These rerms are effecrively a shorthand 

EIA significance terminology 

The State of EIA Practice in the UK (IEMA, 2011 b: 60-62) discusses the 
evaluation of significance in ·EIA, recognising that it is a complex and often 

subjective process. The factors used to evaluate significance relate to both the 

effect and the receptor. Ongoing IEMA research into significance has identified 

that problems can arise where s.eparate topic assessments use the same or 
similar terminology in the evaluation of significance, but define these terms 

differently. Partly in response to this, and also to aid the simple communication 
of the complexity of significance evaluation, the terms magnitude and sensi

tivity have become shorthand in EIA practice for the range of factors relevant 

to each effect (e.g. probability, reversibility, spatial extent, etc.) and receptor 

(e.g. value, importance, susceptibility, resilience, etc.). This shorthand termi

nology can generate its own problems, particularly when it appears to be the 

basis for the evaluation of significance and stakeholders perceive that a wider 

range of factors has not been explicitly considered in assessing the significance 
of effects. This lack of transparency reduces the quality of the EIA's findings 

and can lead to objections from stakeholders that cause delays to the con

senting process. 

To improve transparency in EIA practice and increase discussion around the 

complex interaction of factors leading to the determination of a significant 
effect, IEMA promotes the use of new overarching terminology related to the 

two components of significance evaluation: 

1. nature of receptor (to replace the shorthand 'sensitivity');
2. nature of effect (to replace the shorthand 'magnitude').

For further detail of the rel'ationship between the nature of the effect and the 
nature of the receptor please see Figure 6.3 in IEMA (2011 b). 
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way of describing rhe wider array of factors that underlie the nature of the receptor 
likely to be affected (sensitivity) and rhe narure of the effect likely to occur (magnitude). 
Further background to this is given in Box 3.1. Landscape professionals shouJd assess 
the nature of a landscape or visual receptor's sensiti\'ity by combining judgements about 
its susceptibility to change arising from the specific proposal with judgements about 
the value attached to the receptor. When considering the nature of a predicted effect 
its magnitude shouJd be determi.ned by combining judgements a bout matters such as 
the: siLe and scale of rhe change, the extent of the area over which ir occurs, whether 
it is reversible or irreversible and whether it is short or long teem in duration. It is 
important co note chat in this approach each iudgemcnt already combines several 
separate judgements .  

3.25 A step-by-step process, as iJJustrated by Figun; 3.5, should allow the identification of 
significant effects to be as transparent as possible, provided that the effects are identified 
and described accurately, the basis for the judgements at each stage is explained and 
the different judgements are combined in easy to follow ways. 

Step 1: Assess against agreed criteria 

3.26 Tht initial step should be to consider each effect in terms firstly of its sensitivity, made 
up of judge1nenrs about: 

• the susceptibility of the receptor to the type of ch;:tngL' arising from the speci fie
proposal; and

• the value attached to the receptor;

and secondly irs magnitude, made up of judgements about: 

• cbe size and scale of the effect - for example, whether there is complete 1oss of a
particular element of the landscape or a minor change;

• the geographical extent of the area that will be affe�red; and
• the duration of the effect and its reversibility.

Consideration of all these criteria should feed into a comprehensive assessment of sig
nificance. 

In Chapters 6 and 7 the meanings of 'sensitivity' and 'magnitude' are defined 

as they relate to landscape effects and to visual effects respectively. 

3.27 In as:,essing the identified effects against these criteria, two key principles should nor
mally apply: 

1. Numerical scoring or weighting of criteria should be avoided, or at least treated
with considerable caution, since it can suggest ;;i spurious level of precision in the
judgeme.11ts and encourage inappropriate mathen-1::itical combi.ning of scores.

2. Word scales, with ideally three or four but a maximum of five categories, are pre
ferred as the means of summarising judgements for ca�h of the contributing criteria.
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Figure 3.5 Assessing the significance of effects 

The words used will usually be specific for each criterion - for example the value 
of landscape receptors could be categorised as international, national, regional, local 
authority or local community, while rhe duration of the effect might be caregorised 
as s.hort term, medium te.rm or long rerm, wirh each specified in years. The scales 
that are used tend to vary from project to project but they should be appropriate 
to the nature, size and location of rhe proposed development and may need to be 
consistent across the different topic areas in rhe EIA. 
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Step 2: Combining the judgements 

3.28 The next step is to combine the separate judgements on the individual criteria. The 
rationale for the overall judgement must be clear, demonstrating: 

• how susceptibility to change and value together contribute to the sensitivity of the
receptor;

• how judgements about scale, extent and duration conuibute to the magnitude of
the effects; and

• how the resulting judgements a bout sensitivity and magnitude are combined to
inform judgements about overa.11 significance of the effects.

3.29 Combining judgements should be as transparent as possible. It is common practice to 
arrive at judgements about the significance of effects simply by combining the judge
ments about the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of the effect. This can 
be useful but is also an oversimplification unless it is made clear how the judgements 
about sensitivity and magnitude have themselves been reached. 

3.30 There are several possible approaches to combining judgements, including: 

• Sequential combination: The judgements against individual criteria can be succes
sively combined into a final judgement of the overall likely significance of the effect,
with the rationale expressed in text and summarised by a table or matrix.

• Overall profile: The judgements against individual criteria can be arranged in a table
to provide an overall profile of each identified effect. An overview of the distribution
in the profile of the assessments for each criterion can then be used to make an
informed overall judgement about the likely significance of the effect. This too
should be expressed in text, supported by the cable.

3.31 Both of these methods have been advocated by different ELA guidance documents and 
both can meet the requirements of the Regulations provided chat the sequence of judge
ments is clearly explained and the logic can be traced. The approach adopted in an 
LVIA wiJl often be influenced by the overall approach in an ELA and the EIA co
ordinator will often seek internal consistency within a project. 

Step 3: Judging the overall significance of the effects 

3.32 The Regulations require that a final judgement is made about whether or not 
each effect is likely to be significant. There are no hard and fast rules a bout what 
effects should be deemed 'sig11ificant' but LYIAs should always distinguish clearly 
between what are considered to be the significant and nou-significant effects. Some 
practitioners use the phrase 'not significant in EIA terms' to describe those effects 
considered to fall below a 'threshold' of significance but chis can potentially confuse 
since the phrase has no specific meaning in relation to the EIA Regulations (IEMA, 
20116: 61). 

3.33 It is not essential co establish a series of thresholds for different levels of significance 
of landscape and visual effects, provided that it is made clear whether or not they are 
considered significant. The final overall judgement of the likely significance of the 
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predicted landscape and visual effects is, however, ofren summarised in a series of 
categories of significance reflecting combinations of sensitivity and magnitude. These 
tend to vary from project to project bur they should be appropriate to the nature, size 
and location of the proposed development and should as far as possible be consisrent 
across the different topic areas i.n the ETA. 

When drawing a 'distinction between levels of significance is required (beyond sig- 3.34 

ni.ficant/nor significant) a word scale for degrees of significance can be used (for example 
a four-point scale of major/moderate/minor/negligible). Descriptions should be pro-
vided for each of the categories to make clear what they mean, as well as a clear 
explanation of which categories are considered to bL: significant and whjch are not. It 
should also be made clear that effects nor considered to be significant will not be 
completely disregarded. 

In reporting on the significance of the identified effects the main aim should be to draw 3.35 
our the key issues and ensure that the significance of the effects and the scope for 
reducing any negative/adverse effects are properly understood by the public and the 
competent authority before it makes its decision. This requ.i.res clear and accessible 
explanations. The pottntial pitfalls are: 

• over-reUance on matrices or tabular summaries of effects which may not be accom
panied by clear narrative descriptions;

• failure ro distinguish between the significant effects that are likely to influence the 
eventual decision and those of lesser concern; 

• losing sight of che most glaringly obvious sigrufic:rnr effects because of the com-
plexity of the assessment.

To overcome these potential problems, there should be more emphasis on narrative 3.36 
text describing the landscape and visual effects and the judgements made about their 
significance. Provided it is weH written, chis is likely to be most helpful to non-experts 
i.n aidi.ng understandi.ng of che issues. It is also good practice to include a final statement 
summarising the significant effects. Tables and matrices should be used to support and 
summarise descriprive cexr, not ro replace it. 

Mitigation 

Measures which are proposed co pcevent, reduce and where possible offset any sig- 3.37 
n.i.ficant adverse cffcc::rs (or ro avoid, reduce and if possible remedy identified effects), 
iocluding bndscape and visual effects, should be described. The term 'mitigariuu' is 
commonly used co refer co these measures; however, ic is not a term used in che EIA 
Regulations although i,r is used in some specific legislation, such as che Electricity Ace 
198·9, and in guidance. Mitigation mL:;;1sures are not necessarily required in landscape 
appraisals carried out for projects not subject co EIA procedures, although some local 
authorities may request them and even i.f they do not it is nevertheless often helpful co 
think about ways of dealing with any negative effects identified. 

As EIA practice has evolved the cerminology used to refer co mitigation measures 3.38 

has been adapted; for example, it has become common p,ractice to use che term 
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3 Principles and overview of processes 

'compensate' instead of 'offset'. While the rermino1ogy of the ETA Regulations rakes 
precedence, the alternatives may be used provided they are explained. Borh terms are 
referred to in this guidance. 

Enhancement is nor a formal requirement of the Regulations. It is often referred ro 3.39 
incorrectly as an outcome of proposed mitigation measures - for exarnphc where plant-
ing is proposed to mitigate landscape and/or visual effects bur will also achieve an 
t:nhance1m:nt of t11e baseline condition of the landscape. In practice enh,incl·menr is 
not specifically related to mitigation of adverse landscape and visual effects but means 
any proposals rbat seek to improve the landscape and/or visual amenjry of the proposed 
development sire and its wider setting beyond its baseline condition. 

Mitigation and enhancement are lboth closely related to the develop ment 

proposal and: its design. Both are discussed in further detail in Chapter 4. 

Engaging with stakeholders and the public 

1n general rhe ElA procedures only formally require consultation with the public at the 3.40 
stage of submission and review of the Environmental Statement, although in some c:1ses 
there may be a reqwremenr for pre-application consultation. NeVl.:rtheless there are 
considerable benefits to be gained from involving the public i.n early discussion of the 
proposals and of the envi.roumental issues that may arise. This can make a positive 
contributjon to scopi.ng the landscape and visual issues. 

Since the last edition of this guidance was published there has been growing l!mphasis 3.41 
on consulrntion and public involvement in ETA. This has arisen pri.ncipally from the 
ratification by the UK in February 2005 of the Aarhus Convention (UNECE, 1998), 
which encourages widespread, timely and effective participation in environ.mental 
decision making, and has been reinforced by changes in legislation on planning and 
related matters that place greater emphasis on loca1 communities. 

Consultation is an important part of the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3.42 
process, relevant to many of the stages described above. lt ha,; a role in g:ithering 
specific information about the site, and in canvassing the vie,,·s of the public on the 
proposed development. It can be a valuable tool in seeking understanding and agree-
ment :1bouc the key issues, and can highlight local interests and values which may 
othenvise be overlooked. With commitment and engagement in a genuinely open 
and responsive process, consultation can also make a real contribution to scheme 
design. 

The timing of engagement with the public and other interested parries will depend 3.43 
upon many factors, including the nature of the development, but, in general, the e:1rlicr 
the better. Wdl-organised and timely consulracion and engagement wirh both stake-
holders and public can bring benefits to a project, i.ncluding improved understanding 
of what is proposed and access to local environmental information that might otherwise 
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Figure 3.7A-8 Example of a comprehensive strategy for mitigating landscape effects 
during the operational life of a coal surface mine, complemented by 
specific measures for ultimate ecological enhancement 
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not have been available to tbe assessment. This can be of bene.6.c to LVIA in providing 
better understanding of the landscape and of local attitudes to it. In its most useful 
form, participation in consultation will improve the quafity of the information influ
encing the scheme design, and may result in positive changes to the design. 

Successful engagement will be assisted by the following good practice principles, which 3.44 
although not specific to LVlA should provide a starting point for practitioners involved 
in LVIA, both within and without the ELA procedures. 

• Consultation must be genuine and open. The temptation to make the most o.f
consultation for information gathering while being reluctant to disseminate infor
mation should be resisted.

• The timing of consultation should be carefully planned to prevent premature dis
closure, which might encourage blight or make developers commercially vulnerable.
There may be occasions where controlled release of information or con.6.demiality
safeguards are required.

• Requests for participation by stakeholders and the public should be rime1y. There
is no poin,t i.n seeking ideas and views if it is actually too late for the scheme design
to be modified, but equally it is difficult for people to respond if consulced too early
when the proposals are not sufficiently far advanced for the range of implications
to be clear.

• Sufficient time must be allowed for those consulted to be able to consider and act
on the information provided.

• The objectives of consultation should be clearly stated. Information presented to
consultees should be appropriate in content and level of detail, clearly identifying
those issues on which comment is being sought.

Methods of engaging with different groups should be carefully considered and appro- 3.45 
priate. The approach to consultation is likely to be common across all the EIA topics 
and determined by the ELA co-ordinator, and LVIA consulcation will need to .fit in with 
chis. There i.s also a greac deal of gu.idance available on appropriate consultation and 
participation techniques, which should be consulted where appropriate. 1 

Summary advice on good practice 

• LVIA can be carried out either as part of a broader EIA which considers the likely sig
n,ificant landscape and visual effects, or as a sta,ndalone 'appraisal' of the possible
1-andscape and visual effects of a proposed development.

• The overalll principles and the core steps i'n the EIA and 'appraisal' processes are the
same, but there are specific and clea,rly defined procedures in EIA which LVIA must
fit within.

• As a part of an EIA, landscape and visual issues are dealt with in a separate topic
assessment but may also make a contribution to other parts of the EIA, such as site
selection and consideration of alternatives, and screening.

• lin a standalone 'appraisal' the process is informal and there is more flexibility, but
the essence of the approach still applies.
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46 

If alternatives are considered as part of a development that is subject to El-A, 

landscape and visual considerations may play a part in identifying opportunities and 

constraints relating to site selection and in maki,ng comparative assessments of the 

options. 

In contributing to the screening process the landscape professional may be caMed 

upon to provide a professional opinion as to the landscape and visual issues that may 

arise in the area likely to be affected by the scheme. 

For LVIA, scoping should be expected to consider the extent of the study area(s); 

sources of information; the possible effects that might occur; the main receptors to 

be considered; the extent and the appropriate level of detail for the baseline studies; 

methods to be used in assessing significance; and the approach to assessment of 

cumulative landscape and visual effects. 

Establishing the baseline landscape and visual condi•tions will, when reviewed 
alongside the description of the development, form the basis for the identification 

and description of the landscape and visual effects of the proposal. 

Identifying landscape and visual effects requires systematic thinking about the 

range of possible interactions between aspects of the proposed development and the 
baseline landscape and visual situation. 

In most cases it wiH be essential to give detailed and equal consideration to both 

effects on the landscape as a resource (see Chapter 5) and effects on views and visual 

amenity as experienced by people (see Chapter 6). 

AM types of effect should be identified, and for each effect a judgement shou.ld be 

made about whether it is positive/beneficial or negative/adverse. 

Assessing the si.gnificance of landscape and visual effects is a matter of 

judgement. It is vital that the basis of such judgements is transparent and understand

able, so that the underlying assumptions and reasoning can be examined by others. 

A step-by-step approach should be taken to make judg.ements of significance, 

combining judgements about the nature of the receptor, summarised as its sensitivity, 

and the nature of the effect, summarised as its magnitude. 

The contribution of judgements about the individual criteria contributi,ng to 

sensitivity and magnitude should be clear, and the approach to combining all the 

judgements to reach an overall judgement of significance should be as transparent 
as possible. 

LVIAs should always distinguish clearly between what are considered to be the 

significant a:nd non-significant effects. 

It is not essential to establish a series of thresholds for different levels of significance 

of landscape and visual effects, provided that it is made clear whether or not they 
are considered significant. 

If, however, more d·istinction between levels of significance is required a word scale 

for degrees of sig,nificance can be used (for example a four-point scale of rmajor/ 

moderate/minor/negligible). 

Reporting on the assessment of the significance of the identified effects in LVIA 

should aim to provide information in a manner that will help decision makers. 



3 Principles and overview of processes 

To ensure that the reasoning behind the judgements is clear there should be more 

emphasis on narrative text describing the landscape and visual effects and the judge

ments made about their significance, with tables and matrices used to support and 

summarise the descriptive text, not to replace it. The key issues must be made clear. 

In accordance with the EIA Directive and relevant country Regulations, mitigation 

measures should be proposed to prevent/avoid, reduce and where possible offset/ 

remedy any significant adverse landscape and visual effects identified. It has become 

common practice to use the term 'compensate' instead of 'offset'. 

Enhancement is not a formal requirement of the Regulations. 'Enhancement' means 

any proposals that seek to improve the landscape of the site and its wider setting 

beyond its baseline condition, and is not specifically related to mitigation of adverse 

landscape and visual effects. 

Well-organised and timely consultation and engagement with both stakeholders 

and public can bring substa.ntial benefits to a project. 
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Pa rt 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

• Understanding the proposed development

• LVIA and the design process

• Consideration of alternatives

• Describing the proposals

• Stages in the project life cycle

• Mitigation of landscape and visual effects

• Enhancement

• Securing implementation of mitigation and enhancement measures

Understanding the proposed development 

4.1 Information about the proposed development needs to be assembled, considered in 
relation to its relevance for assessment purposes, kept under review during the planning 
and design stages of a project, updated where appropriate and then 'fixed' to enable 
the assessment of r::ffects to be finalised. This information is needed for LVIA as well 
as for other ropics within an ETA. It should include, as a minimum: 

• a description of the project chat is sufficiently detailed for assessment purposes;
• information about alternatives that have been considered, where relevant;
• information concerning relevant stages in the project's life cycle including, as appro

priate, construction, operation, decommissioning and rescoracion/reinscacemenc
stages.

4.2 The assessment of likely effects must be based on a description of the development 
rhac is sufficiently detailed to ensure chat the effects can be clearly identified, although 
the level of derail provided will vary from project to project. It is now established 
in case law that the project must be defined in suificienr detail, even in an outline plan
ning application, co allow i-cs effects on the environment to be ideoti_fied and assessed.1

This acknowledges that details of a projecr may evolve over a number of years, but 
that this must be within clearly defined parameters established through the planning 
process. 

4.3 An ETA prepared in these circwnstances must similarly recognise that the project may 
evolve, within the agreed parameters, and be able to identify the likely significant effects 
of such a flexible project. Within the defined parameters the Jevel of detail of the pro
posals must be such as to enable proper assessment of the likely environmental effects 
and consideration of the necessary mitigation. It may be appropriate to consider a range 
of possibi-licies, including a reasonable scenario of maximum effects, sometimes referred 
to as the 'worst case' situation. Mitigation proposals will need to be adequate to cope 
with the likely effects of this worst case. Separate issues may arise in projects involving 
multi-stage consents, involving a principal decision and then an.ocher implemenring 
decision, usually relating to planni_ng conditions. The effects on the environment must 
be identified and assessed at the time when the principal decision is considered but 
assessment of effects that ate not idemifiable then must be undertaken at a subsequent 
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4 The proposed development, design and mitigation 

stage. Multi-stage EJA is still an evolving area of practice but voluntarily leaving for 
later assessment effects that could have been identified ear Lier is nor acceptable. 

Where the landscape professional considers chat key data on project characceriscics 4.4 
is lacking, it will be necessary to add a caveat to the assessment. If going further and 
estimating whar is likely tO occur, perhaps based upon a reasonable maximum effects 
or 'worst case' scenario, then the assumptions on wb.ich such judgements may be based 
should be made explicit. The sources of information used in the assessment should also 
be clearly sec out and, prior co finali�ing the assessment and the Environmental 
Stateme.m, there should be communication witb the ElA co-ordinacor ro ensure the 
information used is up to dace, co agree the scope of any maximum effects or 'worst 
case' scenario that is to be used and co ensu.re chat different topic assessments are using 
consistent assumptions about the proposal. If they are not the Environmental Statement 
will need co explain and justify any such v:uiations. 

LVIA and the design process 

Design plays an increasingly important part in the development planning process. This 4.5 
has been emphasised by the introduction of statutory requirements for the production 
of design statements, or design and access scacemenrs, for many planning proposals i_n 
different parts of th1: UK. Sucb statements explain the design principles and concepts 
underpinning the proposal and the process through which it has evolved. This includes 
the ways in which the context of the development, inclnding the landscape, has been 
appraised or assessed and how the design of the development takes that context into 
account in relation to its proposed use. 

EIA itself can be an important design tool. It is now usually an iterative process, the 4.6 
stages of which feed into the planning and design of the project. The iterative design 
and assessment process has great strength because it links the analysis of environmental 
issues with steps co i_mprove the siting, layout and design of a particular scheme. Site 

Design Development 

Design Freeze 

Assessment Stakeholders 

' Final Agree-d Design 
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_
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_

a
_
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planning and derailed design, as well as initial appraisal of a development projccr in 
the screening and scoping stages, arc informed by and respond ro the ongoing assess
ment as the environmental constraints and opportunities are revealed i.n progressively 
greater detail and influence each stage of decision making. This approach can result in 
more successful and cost-effective developments and can reduce the time required to 
complere the assessment. Such an iterative approach is appropriate to a.ny form of new 
development of whatever scale or rype and applies equally to informal 'appraisal' of 
proje...:tS falling outside che ElA requirements. 

4.7 Landscape profession;,ils should be involved as early as possible in this iterative 
approach ro ensure that the likely landscape and visual effects of a proposal play an 
important p:1rr in the evolution of a development proposa.l. This is good practict: as it 
aLlows Jnalysis of the bodscape and visua.l character of a site and its context, and 
approaches ro siting and design, to mi.nimise possible landscape and visua.l effects early 
in the process. Projects may otherwise progress to a stage ,vhcre the opportunity to 
minimise effects can no longer be realised by the rime the landscape professiona I 
becomes involved. It is better to get the siting and design right first than ro rely on 
costlr mitigation measun.:s. Eady invo)vemem also allows opporrunitic:s for landscape 
enhanct'ment co be identified before the design has progressed coo far. 

4.8 Once the preferred development option has been selected, the landscape professional 
iniri::illy works with the design ream to scope the range of possible effects in mo.re detail. 
Then, as the scheme is developed more fully, work continues to identify and describe 
the l:rndscape and visual impacts thar are likely co occur, co propose appropriate 
measures co avoid or reduce the adverse effects and, if possible and appropriate, to 
promote potential benefits. This may result in a modified scheme design, allowing 
further cycles of impact prediction and mitigation until nothing further can be done 
in the design stages. 

4.9 Research has shown that the iterative design approach to ElA is now common among 
practitioners and ics value is widely recognised (IEMA, 20116). Ir can, however, give 
rise to diffic1.tltie.s in deciding whether or nor likely effects chat have been avoided 
through the design process should still be included in the final Environmental 
Statement. Some argue that they should be, i.n order co demonstrate how envi.conrnencJI 
considerations have influenced �cheme design co achieve bercer final solutions. On the 
other hand, this co some degree conflicts wirh the need to coocencrare on the sign.ificant 
envi.ronmentaJ effects of the development as proposed. 

4.10 Landscape profession a.ls will need co find ways of dealing with rhis issue in preparing 
material for inclusion in the final Envirorunental Statement. There is no simple solution 
but useful approaches are: 

• To include in the Environmental Scaremenc a section or sections related ro 'Design
Development' or 'De,ign Evolution', where the process of early avoidance or reduc
tion of landscape and visual impacts through the adoption of particular siring and
design approaches as integral pares of che proposed development is clearly
explained. This should clearly show the approach taken to avoiding or minimising
adverse landscape and visual effects, and how rhese consider:uions have been bal
anced against ocher development considerations to reach che development proposal
which forms che basis for the LVIA and other topic assessments in rhe EIA.
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• To include in the Environmental Statement simple tables that summarise the possible
effects identified in the early stages of the project development alongside the mea
sures incorporated into the design to overcome them. If dealt with briefly in this
way, the desire for transparency about all srages of rhe design and about the inco.r
poration of mitigation measures would be met.

These approaches are not mutually exclusive and may support each other, but a balance 
is needed to ensure that the Environmental Statement does not become excessively long 
and the focus is still on the significant effects of the final scheme as submitted. 

Consideration of alternatives 

lt is not a requirement that alternatives should be identified and considered. However, 4.11 
if they have been (and it is considered that they should be., as a means of achieving 
potentiaJJy more sustainable development) then an outline description should be 
provided of any alternatives considered, together with an indication of the main reasons 
(including environmental reasons) for the final choice. The iterative design and assess-
ment process can be helpful in providing evidence that such alternative sites and/or 
designs have been assessed in terms of their landscape and visual effects. It is therefore 
important to: 

• record how the scheme has developed throughout the life of the project;
• demonstrate how landscape and visual effects have been taken into account;
• show why some alternative options have been rejected on the basis of landscape

and visual considerations.

The landscape professional should usually expect to advise on a number of different 4.12 
alternatives, which might include: 

• alternative locations or sites;
• different approaches in terms of scheme design, or the size/scale/orientation of the

proposed development;
• alternative sire layouts, access and servicing arrangements;
• a 'do minimum' scenario that may be a genuine alternative to the development

proposed - i,t might, for example, include only essential maintenance and improve
ment work.

Depending on the type of study that is being carried out and the stage reached in the 4.13 
assessment process, more than one project alternative may be taken forward for com
parative assessment, with a derailed project description required for each alternative. 
The most common examples of this occur in the field of linear development, such as 
transport infrastructure, long-discance gas or wacer pipes, grid connecrions and flood 
risk management structures along rivers. In such cases appraisals of alternative routes 
are frequendy undertaken before a decision is made on the preferred option. A more 
detailed assessment is then carried out of the chosen route. Other types of project can 
also benefit from a similar hierarchical approach to the consideration of alternatives. 
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4 The proposed development, design and mitigation 

Describing the proposals 

The project description/specification should provide a clear arrd concise but also com- 4.14 

prehcnsive descripti-on of the developmcM proposal. As a minim.Lull it should describe 
the siting, layout and characteristics of the proposed development. The project descrip
tion/specification, which is the common point of reference for all topics addressed, is 
usually a separate section of the Envirorrmental Statement. Only particularly relevant 
features and aspects of the project need to be rc.:ported on separately in the part of the 
Environmental Statement dealing with the assessment of landscape anJ visual effects. 

It is essential that the development proposals are clearly presented and illustrated. 4.15 

Idea II )' this requires: 

• easy-to-read proposal maps at a size appropriate ro the scale of the development,
together with other selected drawings, which may include cross sections;

• for complex projects or those of long duration, for example power stations or major
mineral workings, a series of drawings showing the situation at different stages,
such as construction, operation, and decommissioning, or different phases in the
development;

• illustrations that will help the reader to gain a proper understanding of what is
proposed, including:

- layout plans of the main design elements, access and site circulation, land uses,
contours and site levels;

- cross sections and elevations of buildings and other important elements, includ
ing key dimensions;

- the proposed landscape framework including landform and planting;
- appropriate sketches, phorornontages or other forms of visualisation.

Good practice in presenting landscape and visual effects in the Environmental 

Statement is described, more fully in Chapter 8. 

Stages in the project life cycle 

The characteristics of projects, and hence the possible landscape and visual effects they 4.16 

may have, are likely to vary throughout the life of the project. The construction, 
operation, decomm.issioniog and restoration/reinstatement phases of a developm�·nt 
are usually ch:iracrerised by quire different physical elements and acti\'ities. A separate, 
self-contained description of the development at each stage in the life cycle is therefore 
needed ro assist in understanding the scheme and then in prediction of landscape and 
visual effects. 
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Construction stage 

4.17 Depending on rhe narure of the project, the relevant information for the construction 
srage could include: 

• rhe locarion of site access and haul routes (which are likdy to differ from permanent
access proposals), movement of traffic and machinery;

• che type of machinery co be used, including size and, where relevant, colour;
• the positions and scale of cut, fill, borrow, disposal and ocher working areas; 
• the origin and nature of materials and locations for stockpiles;
• cbe type and location of construccion equipment and plane;
• the provision of utilities, such as water, drainage, power and lighting, including the

nature and times of temporary site lighting when work is in progress; 
• the scale, location and nature of temporary parking, and on-site accommodation; 
• measures for the temporary proceccion of existing features and temporary screening;
• the programme of work, including any proposed phasing of construction.

For minerals projects che construction phase is equivaJent to che prel.iminary or site 
establishment stage, and may include establishment of features such as soil storage or 
screening bunds and mounds, and water treatment areas. 

Operationa.l stage 

4.18 The aspects of the operariona l stage which may be most relevant co che Land sea pe and 
Visual Impact Assessment could iuc:lude: 

• the phasing of the development over the operational �c::tge;
• the location, scale and design of buildings, structures, mineral processing plant and

ocher features, i.ncluding choice and coJour of ma ceria Is;
• for minerals projects, which include both surface and underground mines, features

such as rl1e excavation void and its phasing, and overburden, spoil oc quarry waste
storage mounds;

• details of servicing arrangements, storage areas, infrastcuccure/utilities and/or other
structures;

• access arrangements and traffic movements;
• lighting;
• car parking;
• the noise and movement of vehicles in so far as they may affect perceprions of

tranquillity in rhc landscape;
• visible plumes from chimneys;
• signage and boundary crearmenr(s);
• outdoor activities thar may be visible;
• rhe operational landscape, including landform, structure planri.ng and hard land

sea pe fea rn..res;
• land managemenr operations and objecrives.
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4 The proposed development, design and mitigation 

Decommissioning and restoration/reinstatement stage 

This stage may also give rise to landscape and visual effects. Important aspects couJd 4,19 

indude: 

• decommissioning and site restoration activities (inclurung for example demourion,
deconsrrncrioo, and dismantling of buildings and structul'es, and backfilling of voids
and laodform restoration for minerals projects), movement of materials and plant
around the site and temporary access arrangements;

• residual buildings and structures;
• after-use potential and plans;
• the disposal or recycling of wastes and residues.

Information requirements 

For each of these stages in the project life cycle and, where relevant, for the various 4.20 
scheme components, a range of qualitative and quantitative information will be valu-
able in giving a proper and proportionate understanding of what is proposed, to assist 
in assessments of landscape and visual effects. The information needed may include: 

• areas under dilierent uses;
• dimensions of major plant, buildings and structures, and landform features;
• volumes of material;
• numbers of scheme components such as houses and parking spaces;
• the design of scheme components (including layout, scale, sryle and clistinctiveness);
• the form of scheme components (including shape, bulk, pattern, edges, orientation

and complexiry);
• materials (including information concerning texture, colour, shade, reflectiviry and

opacity);
• operational characteristics, including plumes and moving structures;
• movements of plant, materials, veh.icles and people, both consrruction workforce

and occupants, during operation.

While it is a requirement that the development is described in sufficient detail to enable 
the effects to be identified and assessed i,t is also recognised that it is often difficult to 
provide accurate and complete information on all the varied aspects of a development 
proposal (see Paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3 for further information). In that case the assump
tions made should be stated. 

Mitigation of landscape and visual effects 

In accordance with rhe EIA Regulations, measures proposed to prevent/avoid, reduce 4.21 
and where possible offset or remedy (or compensate for) any significant adverse 
landscape and visual effects should be described. In practice such mitigation measures 
are now generally considered to fal.l into three categories: 

l. primary measures, developed through the iterative design process, which have
become integrated or embedded into the project design;
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4 The proposed development, design and mitigation 

2. standard construction and operational management practices for avoiding and
reducing environ.mental effects;

3. secondary measures, designed to address any residual adverse effects remaining after
primary measures and standard construction practices have been incorporated into
the scheme.

The primary mitigation measures and the construction and operac:ional management 4.22 

practices should ideally be included in the project description/specification (and also 
in the design and access statement for the project). So too should the possible effects 
identified early on and the design responses that have been introduced, for example 
modifications to siting, access, layout, buildings, structures, ground modelling and 
planting. Ir can be expected that both these types of mitigation measUie will definitely 
be implemented as they are to be an integral part of the scheme. They could therefore 
be secured by conditions on a consent (discussed in Par:igraph 4.41). 

Secondary mitigation measures are those that are not built into the final development 4.23 
proposals and are considered in relation to tbe assessment of the landscape and visual 
effects of the scheme as the means of addressing the significant adverse effects iden-
tified. As they are not incorporated in the scheme being assessed, there will need to 
be caseful consideration of how they can be secured. In an ideal world, applying 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment as an iterative planning anJ design tool 
would allow all necessary and desirable micig.arion to be incorporated into the project 
design, such that secondary mitigation shouJd not prove necessary. This will not always 
be possible but that should not discourage the landscape professional from crying to 
achieve such an outcome. 

The three forms of mitigation to address significant adverse effects form what has been 4.24 

termed the 'mitigation h.ierarchy' and good practice should aim co achieve mitigation 
at the highest possible level in this hierarchy. The ideal strategy is one of prevention/ 
avoidance. If this is not possible, alternative strategies, first of reduction and then of 
offsetting/remedying (or compensating for) the effects, may need to be explored, 
depending on individual circumstances. Some of the main issues associated with these 
d.ifferem strategics ace outlined below.

Prevention/avoidance 

Some likdy significant adverse landscape and visual effects can he prevented ot avoided 4.25 
through careful planning, siting and design. In many cases time and costs may be 
reduced if significant environmental constraints can be identified and avoided during 
the early stages of scheme development. This may be achieved by the selection of a site 
that can rnore readily accommodate the proposed development or through innovative 
design within the selected site. This is closely related to the consideration of alternatives 
outlined in Paragraphs 4.11-4.13, and will often be dealt with as part of the design 
process and reported in the project description. 

Reduction 

If potentially significant adverse effects cannot be prevented or avoided, the strategy 4.26 

should be co reduce those that remain as far as possible. Jn general the emphasis should 
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Positive 

N<> 

Effect 

.. . lp ti M,t,gat,on I reven 
Hierarchy I Avoid 

'-----

Reduce 

------

Negative 

Figure 4.4 The mitigation hierarchy (from IEMA, 2011 b) 

be on modifying scheme design through successive iterations co reduce adverse effects. 
Sympathetic treannenr of extL'rnal areas can, in some circumstances, help the 
integration of a new dcYelopmenc i.nro the surrounding landscape, but measures chat 
are simply added on co a scheme as 'cosmetic' landscape works, such as screen planting 
designed co reduce the negative effects of a.n otherwise fixed scheme design, are the 
least desirable. It should a.lso be remembered chat well-designed new development can 
make a positive contribution to the landscape and need not always be hidden or 
screened. 

4.27 Mitigation measures chat may help co reduce potentially negative landscape and visual 
ef.feccs include, but a.re not limited to: 

• adjustment of site levels;
• use of appropriate form, derailed design, materials and finishes where it is neither

desirable nor practicable co scn:cn bui.ldings and associated development-in these
circumstances, the design of rhe srructu.res and materials, colour creannents and
cexrural finishes should be selected co :1id i11tegration with the surroundings;

• alrerarions co landforms (including creation of bunds or mounds) cogecher with
structure planting on and/or off site;

• avoiding or reducing obtrusive light - lighting for safety or security purposes may
be unavoidable and may g.ivc rise to significant adverse visual effects; i.n such cases,
consideration should be given to different ways of minimising light pollution and
reference should be made to appi:opriare guidance, such as that provided by the
Institution of Lighting Professionals {ILP, 2011).

4.28 All of the adverse landscape and visual effects that are considered likely to occur 
throughout the project life cycle (including its construction, operation, decom
missioning and restoration/rcin'-taremenr stages) may be considered for mirigarion 
where thjs is possible. However, the emphasis should be on those effects considered co 
be significant as this is the focus of the srarntory requirements. Mitigating a significant 
adverse effect may reduce its severity or airer its nature while also possibly reducing 
its significance. 
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4.29 Mitigation measures can somerimes themselves havt: :-idverse effects on landscape or 
on visual ameni ry, as well as on other matters such as culnu·al heritage or ecology, and 
their planning and desi.gn needs careful consideration. They should be designed to fir 
with the existing character of the landscape where this is a desirable landscape 
objective, respecting and building upon local landscape distinctiveness, for example in 
use of materials tbat are locally de.rived. They should also respond, where possible, ro 
landscape objectives that may have been set in development or management plans or 
strategies for the area. 

4.30 In addition, mitigation measures for effects in other topic areas may have additional 
consequences for the landscape and for views and visual ameniry. The iterative design 
process should allow these to be assimilated and their additional effects taken inro 
account i.n the overall mitigation strategy. For example, cu.Ivens and other featmes 
required to maintain safe passage for wildl.ife could themselves be visually intrusive. 
Design measures can ensure both their effectiveness in mitigating adverse ecological 
effects and their appropriateness in terms of fit with bndscape character, where 
appropriate. Simibrly, landscape or visual mitigation may require planting where the 
design considerations would also include rhe ecological acceptabiliry of the species 
used. The EIA co-ordinator may have a role in ensuring that such reciprocal effects of 
mitigation measures on other topic areas a.re taken into account. 

4.31 Mitigation measures, especially planting schemes, are nor always immediately effective. 
Advance planting can help to reduce the time betwel.'n rhe development commencing 
and the planting becoming established. If such planting forms part of the scheme design 
it should be included i.n the design and access statement and in rhe project description. 
Where planting is intended ro provide a visual screen for the development it may be 
appropriate to assess the effects for different seasons and periods of time (for cxampl.e, 
at year 0, representing the start of the operational stage, year 5 and year 15) in order 
to demonstrate the contribution to reducing the adverse effects of the scheme at differ
ent stages. In such projections the assumptions made about growth rates of planting 
shou.ld be dearly stated. 

Offset, remedy or compensate 

4.32 Where a significant adverse la.ndscape or visual effect cannot be avoided or markedly 
reduced, consideration should be given to any opportw1iries co offset, remedy or com
pensate for such unavoidable effects. Here the aim should be, as far as possibl.e, to 

replace Like with lik1: or, where this is nor possible, to provide features of equivalent 
value. To achieve this, a reLable asse: sment is needed of che narure, extent and value 
of rhe resource that would be lost or damaged {drawing upon baseline information 
supplemented with additional material where necessary). 

4.33 Ir is debatable whether full offsetting of adverse effects is possible. For example, a new 
area of woodland may eventually offset the loss of an existing highly valued mature 
woodland in visual and landscape character terms, but it is unlikely that ir would 
compensate for the loss of established habitat or amenity value in the period becween 
its establishment and its full development. Similarly loss of an :irea of ancient woodland 
cannot, by definition, be compensated for other than in timescales extending over 
generations. Therefore, offsetting and compensation should generally be regarded as 
measures of last resort. 
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Ir is increasingly common for offsetting measures to be offered chat are nor closely 4.34 
related co the losr or damaged features. Such measures may sometimes be actively 
sought by local commWliries or local authorities to offset unavoidable negative effects. 
They might include, for example, rhe provision of new local amenity areas, parks or 
green spaces, or the creation or provision of a work of art. Such measures should nor-
m:11ly be linked to the development i.n some way. The terms 'offset' and 'compensation' 
shuuld not be confused with 'enhancement' (which is discussed in the next section). 

Enhancement 

While mitigation is linked to significant adverse landscape and visual effects, enhance- 4.35 
menr is not a requirement of rhe EIA Regulations. Ir means proposals that seek to 
improve the landscape resource and rhe visual amenity of the proposed development 
sire and its wider setting, over and above irs basdine condition. Enhancement may take 
many forms, including improved land management or restoration of h.istoric land-
scapes, h::ibitats and other valued features; enrichment of impoverished agricultural 
landscapes; measures to conserve and improve the attractiveness of town centres; and 
creation of new landscape, ha birar and recreational areas. Th.rough such measures envi
ronmental enhancemeut can make a very real contribution to sustainable development 
and the overall quality of the environment. 

Ideally, enhancement _proposals should not be an 'afterthought' in project development 4.36 
but sbuuld be an integral part of the design of a development proposal, seeking to 
identify from an early stage opportunities to enhance the baseline conditions and 
integrate these proposals into the overall development project. If they can be brought 
sensibly into the project planning and design stage and rhen form part of the overall 
proposal, they may legirimately be assessed as part of r.he proposal. Depending on 
circumstances, they may in turn give rise to further positive effects that should be 
identified and assessed. 

Enhancement proposals should be based on a sound baseline assessment of the land- 4.37 
scape and visual amenity of the area and of any trends likely to bring about future 
change. The following questions could usefully be considered, but local circumstances 
may vary and different questions may also be relevant: 

• Can the development help improve the visual amenity of the area?
• Can it help to restore, reconstruct or provide new local landscape character and

local distinctiveness?
• C:rn it assist in meeting landscape management objectives for the area?
• Can it help address specific issues and/or opportunities, for example restoration 0£

damaged or derelict land, opportunities for habita t improvement and cl1e scope for
cultural heritage benefit?
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Securing imp1ementation of mitigation and 
enhancement measures 

4.38 It is essential co demonstrate chat any measures included as part of the mitigation 
proposed to respond ro adverse landscape and visual efkcts can be delivered in practice. 
This may be considered a pa.rt of the assessment of effects and taken into accounr by 
decision makers. Similar considerations apply ro enhancement measures proposed for 
inclusion in the scheme, where a furn commitment to and method of delivery musr be 
included. 

4.39 If mitigation or enhancemenr measures are material factors likely to influence the 
outcome of a project proposal then a judgement needs to be made about whether they 
are technically achievable, practically deliverable and likely to be sustainable in rhe 
future. This should begin with technical considerations - for example, whether like
for-like replacement habitat crt::1tion measures can be realised successfully. Expert 
scientific, technical and dc:sign advice may be required ro mJke sure rhar such proposals 
are well founded and where pos�ible based on successful precedents. However, it is 
important that such proposals do not give rise co a fu:rrher round of impacts and effects 
with respect to other copies in the :1ssessment, for example cultural heritage. It would 
be councerprocluctive if 'successful' replacement or compens:1tion in one quarter gave 
rise ro significant adverse effects in anorher. 

4.40 Ways in which the micig:icion measures, and any agreed enhancement proposals, will 
be delivered in practice an.: now commonly dealt with through an Environmental 
Management Plan (EMP). An EMP is defined as 'a practical tool for managing the 
effects of a specific projcc.:t in the post-consent phase, typically in the run up to, and 
during, the construction phase of a project, and potentially into rhe operational phase' 
(IEMA/Land Use Consultants, 2008: 1). Such plans, which may also appear under 
other names, can be started during the design scages of a project, bur at the la rest should 
be available after consent has been given bur before rhe start of consr.rnction. In wider 
EIA practice it is incre:1singly argued char EMPs should form part of the Environmental 
Statement. They should ideally make clear how mitigation and enhancement is to be 
achieved and may extend to identifying who is responsible and the timing of implemen
tation. This might include any measures to mitigate adverse landscape and visual effects 
that may be proposed on bnd outside the site, provided ir can be demonstrated that 
there is a reasonabl� chance of securing their delivery - for example off-site planting 
proposals secun.:d by legal agrt:cmenc. 

4.41 On-sire mirigarioo mt:<1smes designed t0 reduce adverse landscape and visual effects 
can often be secured thJough conditions attached ro a consent, provided char the miri
garion is described in a way rhar aJlows this. They should, for example, be clear and 
specific, and compliance with rhe condition must be possible.2 The competent authority 
should make sure char all rhe promised mitigation measures are, where appropriate, 
covered by conditions or, if this is not the case, by suitable legal agreement. Relevant 
conditions should be able to be monirorcd, and it shouJd be made dear who is to imple
ment and monitor the measures that are put forward. Enhancement measures not 
included in the development proposal can also be secured through conditions but may 
be better incorporated into planning obligations that are agreed as pan of the consent 
procedures. 
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Figure 4.6 Extract from an example of an Environmental Master Plan 
gathering tog·ether all the environmental commitments 
including landscape and other mitigation measures, and 
forming part of an Environmental Management Plan 

Mitigation measures should be linked tO suitable specifications and performance 4.42 
standards, covering for example the establishment, management, maintenance and 
moniroring of new landscape fearures. They should describe what is required for miti-
gation ro be effective, in sufficient detail ro allow conditions ro be drafted and/or for 
detailed schemes to be submitted for approval before implementation. Assumptions 
about plant growth or other changes over time should be realistic and not over opti-
mistic. The design concept for rhe mitigation has to have a good chance of being 
achieved in practice co be taken seriously by rhe competent authority. This requires not 
only a good understanding of the design of the mitigation bur also the conditions and 
pressures in which that mirigation wi.11 have to survive. 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

Some form of contingency planning m:1y be desi.rable, in tbe event that mitigation 
measures should prove co be unsuccessful. It can be helpful co seek technical advice co 
review the wording describing mitigation and enhancement measures, as failures in 
language and understanding can hinder their effective implementation. In short, mitiga
tion of landscape and visual effecrs is most likely co be successful if it is appropriate, 
feasible and effectively communicated. 

Unavoidable Significant Environmental Effect 

Does the opportunity e11ist to mitigate the negative or enhance the positive effect? 

In the case of a negative 
effect is compensation 
needed? 

Develop appropriate 
compensation. 

Is the opportunity realistic? 
Take account of any financial, operational, political, 
programme. or societal constraints. 

Is the mitigation/enhancement likely to be effective given 
previous experience? 
AND 
Are stakeholders confident that it wlll su"eed? 
In the case of novel solutions consider the results of 
UK pilots or experience from outside the UK.

When considered against the significance of the 
environmental effect is the opportunity worth the 
costs associated with its uptake 7 

Gain a commitment to: 
implement the compensation/mitigation/ 
enhancement activity; and 
monitor the implementation to verify its success. 

This should be set out in the Environmental 
Management Plan, including a clear indication of who 
will be responsible for meeting these commitments. 

Highlight any uncertainty 
related to commitments. 

Re-evaluate significance, 

Residual Environmental Effect 

Figure 4.7 Mitigation/enhancement decision tree {from I EMA/Land Use 

Consultants, 2008) 
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Summary advice on good practice 

• Information about the development that is of relevance to the assessment of

landscape and visual effects needs to be assembled, kept under review during the

planning and design stages, updated where appropriate and then 'fixed' to enable

the assessment to be finalised.

• The assessment of likely effects must be based on a description of the development

that is sufficiently detailed to ensure that the effects can be clearly identified. Where

on:ly outline information about the scheme is ava·ilable, parameters withi,n which the

development may evolve must be established.

• Where the landscape professional considers that key data on project characteristics

is lacking, it will be necessary to add a caveat to the assessment to make this clear,

or to state the assumptions made or the parameters adopted.

• EIA can be an important design tool and is usually an iterative process, the stages of

which feed into the planning and design of the project.

• Landscape professionals should be involved as early as possible in this iterative process

to ensure that the likely landscape and visual effects play an important part in the

evolution of a development proposal.

• An outline description of the main alternatives considered should be provided

together with an indication of the main reasons for the final development choice,

including why some alternative options have been rejected on the basis of landscape

and visual considerations.

• The project description/specification should provide a clear and concise but also com

prehensive description of the development proposal. It is usually a separate section

of the Environmental Statement and only particularly relevant features and aspects

of the project need to be reported on separately in the part of the Statement dealing

with the assessment of landscape and visual effects.

• Construction, operation, decommissioning and restoration/reinstatement phases of

a development can have quite different physical characteristics, so a separate, self

contained description of the development at each stage in the life cycle may be

needed to assist in the prediction of landscape and visual effects.

• In accordance with the EIA Regulations, measures proposed to prevent/avoid, reduce

and, where possible, offset or remedy (or compensate for) any significant adverse

landscape and visual effects shou,ld be described.

• In practice mitigation measures are now generally considered to fall into the

categories of: primary measures, developed through the iterative design process and

integrated or embedded into the project design; standard construction and opera

tional management practices; and secondary measures specifically intended to

address significant residual adverse effects but not built into the final development

proposa-ls.

• Prevention/avoidance, reduction, and offset, remedy or compensation together form

what has been termed the 'mitigation hierarchy'. Good practice should aim to achieve

mitigation at the highest possible level in the hierarchy, so the ideal strategy is one
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of prevention or avoidance. If this is not possible, alternative strategies, first of 

reduction and then of offset, remedy or compensation, may need to be explored. 

Mitigation measures, from the LVIA or other topic assessments in the EIA, can them

selves have adverse effects on the landscape or on visual amenity, or on other matters 

such as cultural heritage or ecology. Their planning and design needs careful consid

eration, taking into account their potential effects. 

Where the strategy is to offset, remedy or compensate for such unavoidable effects 

the aim should be, as far as possible, to replace like with Uke or, where this is not 

possible, to provide features of equivalent value. 

While mitigation is linked to significant adverse landscape and visual effects, enhance

ment is not a requirement of the EIA Regulations. Enhancement means proposals 

that seek to improve the landscape resource and the visual amenity of the proposed 

development site and its wider setting in comparison with the existing baseline 

conditions. Ideally enhancement should be an integral part of the design of the 

development proposal and not an 'afterthought'. 

It is essential to demonstrate that any measures included as part of the mitigation of 

adverse landscape and visual effects, and any proposed enha,ncement measures, can 

actually be delivered in practice. The best way to achieve this is through the inclusion 

of a draft Environmental Management Plan in the Environmental Statement. 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

• Scope

• Establishing the landscape baseline

• Predicting and describing landscape effects

• Assessing the significance of landscape effects

• Judging the overall significance of landscape effects

Scope 

5.1 An assessment of landscape effects deals with rhe effects of change and development 
on landscape as a resource. The concern here is with how rhe proposal will affect the 
elements rhar make up the landscape, rhe aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the 
landscape and its distinctive character. Scoping should cry co identify the full range of 
possible effects. But discussion with the consenting authority and stakeholders during 
the scoping process may conclude chat some effects are unlikely to be significant and 
therefore do not need co be considered further. All ocher possible effects must be 
considered in derail in the assessment process. 

5.2 Scoping should also identify the area of landscape chat needs to be covered in assessing 
landscape effects. This should be agreed with the competent authority, but it should 
also be recognised that it may change :is the work progresses, for example as a result 
of fieldwork, or changes ro the proposal. The study area should include the site itself 
and the full extent of the wider landscape around it which the proposed development 
may influence i.n a significant manner. This will usually be based on the exrenr of 
Landscape Character Areas likely ro be significantly affected either di.reedy or indi.recrly. 
However, it may also be based on the extent of rhe area from which the devc:lopmenc 
is potentially visible, defined as the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, or a combination of 
rhe rwo. 

See Chapter 6 for discussion of Zones of Theoretical Visibility. 

Establishing the landscape baseline 

5.3 Baseline studies for assessing landscape effects requ.i.re a mix of desk study and field
work to identify and record rhe character of rhe landscape and the elements, features 
and aesthetic and perceptual f:-tcrors which contribute to ir. They should also deal with 
the value attached ro the landscape (see Paragraph 5.19). The methods used should be 
appropriate to the comext into which rhe development proposal will be introduced 
and in line with current guidance and terminology. 
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Figure 5.1 Steps in assessing landscape effects 
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